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 	 Visit	  Tickets 

 Find out about our Annual Pass options to visit the Museum. Passes are valid for a year, and kids go free!
Discover more
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	 What's on	  Easter holidays: Plants and Poems 

 This Easter holiday, dig deep into history and explore the powerful relationship between London and its green environment. Learn about the resilience of plants and let your creativity blossom through poetry, science and storytelling workshops.
Discover more
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	 Hidden London	  Down Street: Churchill's secret station 

 Experience the Railway Executive Committee’s bomb-proof headquarters during World War II, the warren of tunnels where Churchill sheltered.
Discover more
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	 Shop
	 Schools	  Plan your school visit 

 Find the information you need to plan and book your visit to London Transport Museum in Covent Garden or the London Transport Museum Depot in Acton, west London.
Discover more
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	 Collections	  Shelter in wartime 

 In both world wars, the London Underground network provided much needed shelter from the horrors of air raids. Read about sheltering during wartime and how thousands of Londoners found shelter in Tube stations.

Discover more
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	 The collection
Browse over 270,000 records on our Collection Online
 
	 My Collections
Save your favourite items in your very own collections
 
	 Stories
Discover the intriguing and often unheard of history of people, places and transport across London and beyond
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As a charity, we care for over 500,000 objects and deliver special projects and programmes
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 Donate

 Help us continue our conservation work and carry out our day-to-day activities, education programmes and special projects.


 How much would you like to donate?  £10
  £25
  £50
  Other…

 Other £
 



Choose from one of the suggestions, or enter an amount of your choice.

    Leave this field blank £
 










 Why donate?

We are an independent heritage and education charity and we need to generate over 80% of our own income every year.
Donate today and help us to:
	Care for our world-leading collection and globally recognised icons including locomotives from the world’s first underground railway, the Roundel, Tube map, Routemaster bus and Black cab
	Ignite children’s curiosity in the world of transport and STEM
	Deliver vital employability and skills programmes to get young Londoners back on their feet with job opportunities and apprenticeships in the transport industry







 















 Help us restore the last Q stock

Help us raise the £200,000 needed to keep our restoration on track and get the last 1930s Q stock cars running again.
With your help we can complete the restoration of three Q stock cars and tell the transport story of:
	Life in wartime London, sharing the story of evacuation in 1939
	The rebuilding of London in the 1940s
	The growing optimism and prosperity of the 1950s and 1960s.
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 Other ways to help

  Patrons 

 Our Patrons are able to get exclusive access to heritage transport experiences rarely seen by the public as well as many other benefits
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  Leave a gift in your will 

 Leave a gift in your will and help us safeguard London’s iconic transport heritage and inspire curiosity among the next generation of young people who are crucial to the future of transport and our great city.
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  Donations from America 

 Are you a US taxpayer? Donate to us through CAFAmerica and you may qualify for tax deductions.
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  Payroll giving guide for employees 

 Are you an employee wanting to donate to London Transport Museum via payroll giving? Find out everything you need to know with our simple guide.
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  Opening times
Museum galleries and Shop
Every day 10:00 - 18:00
Last entry 17:00
Canteen open 11:00 - 17:00
On Thursday 28 March the Museum will open to the public at 12:00 due to a Schools Early Explorer Morning.
More
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